CITY OF SPOKANE
CBD LIGHTING PROJECT
LIGHTING LAYOUT

POST TOP (MODERN ACORN) SERIES
TRANSITIONAL SERIES
Single or double fixture
TRANSITIONAL SERIES
Single fixture with 26’ street light
TRADITIONAL SERIES
Single or double fixture
TRADITIONAL SERIES
Single fixture with 26’ street light
CITY OF SPOKANE
CBD LIGHTING PROJECT
TRADITIONAL SERIES

DECORATIVE FINIAL HAPCO F002

2" NPS SLIPFITTER
LUMINX CRI-0655-36K-
LED-48-208-V-BLK
(50W)

PROVIDE ¾" CONDUIT SLEEVE IN POLE FOR
IRRIGATION DRAIN LINE FROM POLE FOUNDATION
ENTRY TO POLE WITH GROMMET (BOTH SIDES)
FOR IRRIGATION LINE TO BE ROUTED ALONG PIPE
ARMS, ATTACH SLEEVE AT GROMMETS AND BASE

24" FLOWER ARM
(both sides)

POLE MOUNTED GFCI
RECEPTACLE WITH
WATERPROOF IN-USE DIE
CAST ALUMINUM COVER,
COLOR TO MATCH POLE
6" STRAIGHT FLUTED ALUMINUM,
WALL ALLOY 6063-T-0, 0.250 WALL
THICKNESS, HAPCO
HOLCIET-50D

CAST ALUMINUM TWO PIECE
DECORATIVE BASE COVER
ALLOY 319 WITH DOOR AND
STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS AND
STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS.
HAPCO ARLEN 20" DIA.

TYPE S1B

STANDARD 3" TENON

GROUNDING PROVISION, INSIDE, OPPOSITE DOOR
REINFORCED HANG-HOLE 4" X 6"
WITH COVER AND STAINLESS
STEEL HEX HEAD SCREWS
CAST ALUM, BASE FLANGE ALLOY
350-T6

(4) 1"-UNC GALV. STL, ANCHOR
BOLTS, ASSTD M51-450 GRAGE
55, 10" OF THREADED END GALV.
PER ASTM A453.
(4) 1"-UNC GALV. STL, HEX NUTS
(4) 1" GALV. STL, LOCKWASHERS
(4) 1" GALV. STL FLATWASHERS
BOLT SIZE 1 X 36 X 4

Pole Cap
Details

CAST ALUM, ADAPTER
(73395)

Pole Base
WITH COVER REMOVED

1" x 10"
BOLT CIRCLE

9/16" x 12
Bolt Circle

CROSS SECTION OF FLUTES

60 DEGREES PAGE 3

7/16" x 2-3/4
Bolt Circle

3/8" x 2-3/4
Bolt Circle

Pole Cap

5/16" x 2-3/4
Bolt Circle

5/8" x 2-3/4
Bolt Circle

TYPE P2B

TO SIDEWALK TO STREET

TO SIDEWALK TO STREET

DECORATIVE FINIAL HAPCO F002

2" NPS SLIPFITTER
LUMINX CRI-0655-36K-
LED-48-208-V-BLK
(50W)

PROVIDE ¾" CONDUIT SLEEVE IN POLE FOR
IRRIGATION DRAIN LINE FROM POLE FOUNDATION
ENTRY TO POLE WITH GROMMET (BOTH SIDES)
FOR IRRIGATION LINE TO BE ROUTED ALONG PIPE
ARMS, ATTACH SLEEVE AT GROMMETS AND BASE

24" FLOWER ARM
(both sides)

POLE MOUNTED GFCI
RECEPTACLE WITH
WATERPROOF IN-USE DIE
CAST ALUMINUM COVER,
COLOR TO MATCH POLE
6" STRAIGHT FLUTED ALUMINUM,
WALL ALLOY 6063-T-0, 0.250 WALL
THICKNESS, HAPCO
HOLCIET-50D

CAST ALUMINUM TWO PIECE
DECORATIVE BASE COVER
ALLOY 319 WITH DOOR AND
STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS AND
STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS.
HAPCO ARLEN 20" DIA.